5 Senses- Signs of Fall Scavenger Hunt

It's in the air, it's on the ground, and if you look it's all around! How many of these "signs" of fall have you found?

1. See a flock of birds flying south _____

2. Touch a tree that lost all of leaves____

3. See a fuzzy black and brown caterpillar _____

4. See a squirrel collecting nuts and seeds ______

5. Smell a walnut ______

6. See an acorn ______

7. Smell a box elder bug ______

8. See a red leaf ______

9. Touch a yellow leaf ______

10. Smell the crisp fall air ______

11. Touch a fluffy seed ______

12. Spot some Ladybugs ______

13. Hear leaves falling ______

14. Feel the cold ______

15. Hear leaves crunching under your feet ______

16. Feel the wind ______

17. Smell flower seeds ______

18. Hear a bird ______

19. Smell a tree ______